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Introduction

The purpose of this article is to study the enumeration problem of embeddings
of the lens space L"(p)mod p (odd prime), the real projective space RPn and the
complex projective space CPn in Euclidean spaces.

Let Af be an m-dimensional closed differentiable manifold, and let g: Af*
-+RP00 (the infinite dimensional real projective space) denote the classifying map
of the double covering

iz:M x M -A —• Af* = (Af x M - A)\Z2

over the reduced symmetric product Af* of Af, where A is the diagonal and Z2
acts on Af xAf —A via f(x, y)=(y, x). Also Z2 acts on the n-dimensional sphere
S" via the antipodal map and we obtain the fiber bundle

p: (S00 x Sn)fZ2 (cz RP") >7?P*

which is homotopically equivalent to the natural inclusion RP"czRPC0. Then
the following theorem is due to A. Haefliger [7].

Theorem. Let 2(n + l)>3(m + l). If there exists an embedding of M in
7?n+1, then there exists a bijection between the set [Af <=7?"+1] of isotopy classes
of embeddings of M in 7?,I+I and the set [A/*, RP"; g~\ of (vertical) homotopy
classes of liftings of g: M*-*RPC° to RP".

The set [Af*, RP"; g~\ has the structure of an abelian group by J. C. Becker
[2]. Thus, the set [Af«=7?"+1] is an abelian group via the bijection of this
theorem. We study the groups [I"(p)cjR4»+2-«], [RP"czT?2"-'] and [CPn
cR4"_i] for i<6 and prove the theorems below.

Theorbm A. The following statements hold for odd prime p:

(1) lL"(p) c 7*4B+1] = 0, n>2.

(2) lL"(p) cz R*»] = Zp, n>3.

(3) [L»(p)c^»-i] = Zp) n>4.
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(4) [L"(p) <= fl4""2] = •

Zp + Zp, p±\n> 5,

Z3 + Z3 + Z9, p = 3, n = 2(3), n > 5,

Z9, p = 3, n # 2(3), n > 5.

(5) [L"(p)cR^]=Zpl n>6.

Theorem B. The following statements hold for even n:
(1) Let n> 10. If there is an embedding of RP" in R2"~3, then

[RP" c R2"~3] =

[RP" <= 7?2"-4] =

Z2, «#6(8),

Z2 + Z2, n = 6(8).

(2) Lef n^l2. If there is an embedding of RP" in R2"~*, then

f0, n = 0(4),

Z2, n = 2(8),

Z2 + Z2 + Z2, n = 6(8).

(3) Let n^ 12. If there is an embedding of RP" in R2"~s, then

[RP" c= A2""5] = Z2, n = 0(4),

[4, " = 2(8),
#[7?P» c 7?2"-5] =

I 8 or 16, n = 6(8),

where tfS denotes the cardinality of the set S.

Theorem C. The following statements hold:
(1) Letn>5, n#2r+2s (r^s>0). T/ien

[CP" c R4""3] =
Z, n = 0(2),

Z + Z2, n = l(2).

(2) Let n > 6. 7/ fnere is an embedding of CP" in 7*4n_4 then

[CP" c A4""4] =0, n = 0(2).

(3) Let n > 1. If there is an embedding of CP" in 7?4"-5, then

[CP" cz R4""5 } = Z + Z, n = 0(2).

For the assumptions of the existence of an embedding in Theorems B and C,
there are several known results, cf. e.g., [14] and [16]. By this time, D. R.
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Bausum, L. L. Larmore, R. D. Rigdon and the author have studied [RP" cz

R2"-'] for i<3 and [CP"cP4«-«] for i<3 in [1], [9], [19], [20] and [18].

We devote § 1 to the construction of a finite decreasing filtration of the group
[X, RP";f~\ of homotopy classes of liftings of/: X-+RP00 to RP". Next, we
calculate the cohomology of L"(p)* in §2 and prove Theorem A in § 3. In § 4,
we calculate the cohomology of (RP")* and (CP")* and in § 5, we prove Theorems

B and C.

§ 1. Enumeration of liftings in the fibration RP'-tRP™

D. R. Bausum constructed in [1, §§1-3] the fifth stage Postnikov factoriza
tion of the fibration p: RP"->RPai with fiber 5" and converted it into the
factorization of the fibration (RP")2-+RP" which is the pullback of p by p.
However, we use a somewhat modified factorization given as follows (n ;>8):

C3 C2 Cj

1 1 I
(RP»)2 _!_• E4-^-> £3 -£U E2 -£U Et >RP",

E1
K(Z,ri)xRP", n = l(2),

[LJZ, n)xRPJ?P», n = 0(2),

K(Z2, n + 2)x K(Z2, n + 4) x 7C(Z3, n + 4) x 7?P», n = 1(2),

K(Z2, n + 2)x K(Z2, n + 4) x L^(Z^ n + 4) x RP^RP",
n = 0(2),

C2 = K(Z2, n + 3) x 7C(Z2, n + 4) x 7?P",

C3 = K(Z2, n + 4) x 7*P",

and the map q is an (n+ 6)-equivalence. Here L$(Z, n)x RP~RP" is the pullback
of L£Zy n)=SmxZ2K(Z, n)*>->S°7Z2 = 7?P00 by p: RP"-+RPa>, where the action
of Z2 on K(Z, n) is induced from the non-trivial homomorphism <j>: Z2-»Aut(Z).
Also Lp(Z2, n+4)xRpJ?Pn*> is defined in the same way by using the non-trivial
homomorphism $': Z2->Aut(Z3).

Let X be a CW-complex of dimension less than n + 6 and let n>7. If g: X
-♦RP00 has a lifting/ to RP", then [X, RP"; g"] « [X, (RP")2; /]. By the stand
ard exact couple argument, we can construct a spectral sequence. In this spectral

*) L&Z, n)=K(Z, n; 4) and Lt>(Zt, n+4)=K{Zlt n+4; <j>') by Bausum's notation.
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sequence, the differentials dx are given by the following primary operations:

Case I. n = l(2).

6><: Hl~\X; Z) —• Hl+1(X; Z2) x Hi+3(X; Z2) x Hi+3(X; Z3),

Ql(a) = (Sq2p2a + etv2p2a, Sq4p2a + e2v*p2a, &\pzd)\

H: W(X; Z2) x Hl+2(X; Z2) x Hi+2(X; Z3)

—>H<+2(X;Z2)xH<+3(X;Z2),

rl(a, b, c) = (Sq2a + e,»2a, Sq2Sq*a + Sqlb);

A*: H»i(X; Z2) x Hi+2(X; Z2)—+H'+3(X; Z2),

J'(a, b) = Sq2a + e^a + Sqlb;

where

fii =

83 =

1, n = 1(4),

.0, n = 3(4),

Case II. n=0(2).

0l: Hl~\X; Z)—> H'+1(X; Z2) x Hi+3(X; Z2) x Hi+3(X; Z3),

0l(a) = (Sq2p2a + s3v2p2a, Sq*p2a + s4v4p2a, 0>\pza),

(0>\ is the reduced power operation mod 3 in local coefficients [6]);

P': Hl(X; Z2) x Hi+2(X;Z2) x Hi+2(X; Z3)

—>Hi+2(X;Z2)xHi+3(X;Z2),

r'(a, b, c) = ((Sq2 + vSq1 + (1 - e3)v2)a,

(Sq2Sq* + v2Sql + e3v3)a + (Sq1 + v)b);

A>: H^(X; Z2) x H»2(X; Z2)—+ Hl+3(X; Z2),

A*(a, b) = Sq2a + (1 - e3)v2a + Sqlb + vb;

1, n = 2(4),

.0, n = 0(4),

e2 =

e4 =

f 1.

0,

n = 3,5(8),

n = 1,7(8).

1, n = 4,6(8),

0, ns 0,2(8).

In Cases I and II, pp is the modp reduction, v=g*z, where z is the generator of
H^RP™; Z2)=Z2, and Z and Z3 are the local systems on X induced by nt(X)
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-^ nl(RPa3)=Z2 -±+ Aut(Z) and nx(X) -5±>Z2-*U Aut(Z3), respectively.
Further, the differentials d2 are given by the secondary operations

4>>: Ker0* —> Ker J'+1/ImP',

¥": KerP'/Im©'"1 —> Coker A*,

defined by PI+10'=O and J<+1P'=0. Also, the differential d3 is a tertiary
operation

x':Ker«Z>'—> Coker Y1.

Then the theorem of J. C. McClendon [12, Theorem 5.1] is stated as follows:

Proposition 1.1. Let X be a CW-complex of dimension less than n+6
and let n>7. If g: X^RP™ has a lifting to RP", then

(1) [X, RP"; #] has a natural abelian group structure and
(2) there exists a decreasing filtration of [X, RP'0; g~\:

such that

[X, RP"; 0] = P0 3 Ft => F2 => P3 3 0,

F0fF1 = Kerxn+1, FxfF2 = Ker W"+\

F2jF3 = Coker d>», p3 = Coker x".

§2. The cohomology of Ln(p)

The purpose of this section is to study the cohomology groups Hl(L"(p)*\
G) of the reduced symmetric product L"(p)*of the lens space L"(p) mod p, where
p is an odd prime. Here the coefficient G is either Z, Z2, Z3 or the local systems
Z, Z3 induced from the double covering it: L"(p)xL"(p)—A-*L"(p)*. We
always use the Bockstein exact sequences

>tf'-»( ;Zq)-^W( ;Z)-2UHK;Z)-£UHK ;Zq)—+.»,
(2.1)

>W~K ;Z,)-*Utf<( ;Z)-^tf<( ;jZ)-£->tf'( ;Z,)

associated with 0->Z -^ Z -*U Zq-+0.
Let x and y be the generators of H2(L"(p); Z)=Zp and Hl(L"(p); Zp)=Zp,

respectively, such that 8py=x. Denote PpX by the same symbol x. Then the
mod p cohomology ring of L"(p) is given by

(2.2) H*(L«(p); Zp) = A(y) <g> Zp[x]/(x»+>),

where A(y) denotes the exterior algebra on y; and the integral cohomology is
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given by

/ Z, i = 0, 2n + 1,

(2.3) H'(L"(p); Z) = Zp generated by x1'2, i & 0(2), 0 < i <, 2n,

<• 0, otherwise,

where H2n+l(L"(p); Z) is generated by the cohomology fundamental class
[L"(p)], and the relation pp[L"(py]=yxn holds.

The next lemma is an immediate result of [16, Proposition 2.9] and (2.2-3).

Lemma 2.4. The mod 2 cohomology groups ofL"(p)* are given by

Z2 for 0 <, i <, In + 1,

0 otherwise.
W(L"(p)*;Z2) =\

Corollary 2.5. The cohomology groups Hl(L"(p)*; Z) and Hl(L"(j>)*;
Z) are finite and have no 2-torsions for i>2n + l.

For an automorphism a of the group G, G" denotes the subgroup of the
invariant elements with respect to o\ By using this corollary, the applications of
the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration L"(p)xL"(p)—A —Z-^L^y-tRP00
and its twisted version (see [12, § 1]) show the following

Lemma 2.6. Both homomorphisms

n*: Hl(L"(p)*; Z (or Z3)) —> H'(L"(p) x L"(p) -A;Z(or Z3))"

for i>2n + 1,

n*: W(L"(p)*; Z (or Z3)) —• H\L"(p) x L"(p) -A;Z(or Z3))-"

for i>2n + 1,

are isomorphisms, where t is the involution transposing the factors.

Hereafter we identify H'(L"(p)*; Z) and H'(L"(p)*; Z) with H'(L"(p)
xL"(p)-A;Z)'* and Hl(L"(p)xL"(p)-A;Z)-f for i>2n + l, respectively.
Consider the Thom isomorphism

(f>: H'(L"(p); Z)-^H2"+l+i(L"(p) x L"(p), L"(p) x L"(p) - A; Z),

<p(xi) = [/U(lx x>), if 2; = i, 0 < j £ n,

where the Thom class UeH2"+l(L"(p)xL"(p), L"(p)xL"(p)-A; Z)=Z is
the generator. The Thom isomorphism and the cohomology exact sequence of
the pair (L"(p) x L"(p), L"(p)x L"(p)-A) lead to the following
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Lemma 2.7. The homomorphism

«*: H2k(L"(p) x L"(p); Z) —• H2k(L"(p) x L"(p) - A;Z),

An + 2 > 2k > 2n + 1,

is an isomorphism and the sequence

0 —> Zp -JU H2k+1(L"(p) x L"(p); Z) -*->

H2k+1(L"(p) x L"(p) -A;Z) —• 0, 2k + 1 > 2n + 1,

is exact, where i and j are the natural inclusions.

Moreover, the action of t* on H*(L"(p)xL"(p), L"(p)xL"(p)-A;Z) is
well-known [15, p. 305], and is given by

(2.8) t*a= -a for a e H*(L"(p) x L"(p), L"(p) x L"(p) - A;Z).

Lemma 2.9. For i < 2n +1,

,Z2> for i = Aj,

H*"+2-*(L"(p) x L"(p); Z)/Ker i* = « Z2pJ+l for i = Aj + 1, Aj + 2,

>Z2pJ+2 for i = 4/ + 3,

(Gk denotes the direct sum of k-copies of G), generated by the set A[) B given as
follows:

{x"~k x X"+1~2J+k + X"+l~2J+k x x"~k 10<, k <,j - 1}, i = Aj,

{x"~k x x"-2'+k + X"~2J+k x x"~k, x"~J x x"~J |0 £ k <, j - 1},

A = l

B = {

i = 4/ + 2,

{5p(yx"-k x yX"-2J-1+k - yX"-2J-l+k x yx"~k) \0£k<,j),
i = 4/ + 1,

{Sp(yxn~k x yx"-2J-2+k - yX"-2J-2+k x yx"~k) \0<.k£j},
i = 4/+ 3;

f {x"-* x xn+1-2^+* - xn+1-2^+* x x"~k 10<. k <, j - 1}, i = Aj,

{x"~k x x"~2J+k - X"-2'+k x x"~k \0<,k<,j-l}, i = Aj + 2,

{5p(yx"~k x yx"-2J~l+k + yx"-2J~l+k x yx"~k) 11 <>k<.j},

{Sp(yx"~k x yx"-2'-2*" + yx"-2J~2+k x yx"~k),
SJyx"-^1 x yx^J-^l 1 £ k £j},

i = 4/ + 1,

i = 4/ + 3.
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If we notice that

j*U =±(1 x [L"(p)] - [L"(p)] x1+l"f} 5p(yx»-t xyx1'1 +

yxl~l x yx"~l) + {Sp(yxi"m x yx™2!)}),

(the term in the bracket { } is present only when n is odd), then theproofof this
lemma is a simple calculation.

By identifying H*"+2-'(L"(p) xL"(p); Z)/Ker i* with if4n+2-|(Ln(p) x Ln(p)-
A;Z) by i* for i<2n+l, the integral cohomology group and the cohomology
group with coefficients in Z of L"(p)* are determined by. Lemmas 2.6-9.

Proposition 2.10. Le/i<2n+l. Then

[ZJP for i = Aj,
H*"+2-'(L"(p)*; Z) =

[ZJP+1 for i = Aj + l,Aj + 2,Aj + 3,

generated by A, and

\ZP for i = Aj,Aj + l,Aj + 2,

ZJP+1 for i = Aj + 3,
H*"+2~i(L"(p)*;Z) =

generated by B.

As for the cohomology groups Hl(L"(p)*; Z3) and H'(L"(p)*; Z3), it
follows that

Lemma 2.11. Thefollowing relations hold.
(1) Ifp*3,then

Ht(L"(p)*;Z3) = 0t H'(L"(p)*; Z3) = 0 for t>2n + l.

(2) Ifp=3,then

H*n+1(L"(3)*; Z3) = Z3 generated by yxn x x" + x" x yx",

H*"(L"(3)*; Z3) = Z3 + Z3 generated by {yxn x yx"-1 - yx"-1 x yx",

x" x x"},

H*"+1(L"(3)*; Z3) = 0, H*"(L"(3)*; Z3) = 0,

H*"-1^"^)*; Z3) = Z3 generated by x" x yx"-1 - yx"-1 x x"

= yx" x xn_I —x"-1 x yx".
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§ 3. Proof of Theorem A

It is known that L"(p) is embedded in Rm for m^3(2n + l)/2, (cf. e.g., [13,
Theorem 1.1]). We prove (4) and (5) for p=3 only. The others are obtained
easily by the same way.

Proof of (4) for p=3. The group [L"(3)cR4"-2] = [L"(3)*, RP4"~3; g~\
in the introduction is clearly isomorphic to [L"(3)*, (RP4""3)2;/], where /:
Ln(3)*->RP4"-3 is a fixed lifting of g: L"(3)*->RPa>. Therefore

[L"(3)czR*"~2l*[L"(3)*,E4;n

by the dimensional reason. By Lemma 2.4, the homotopy exact sequence of
fibrations p, (i = 2, 3, 4) in § 1 induces isomorphisms

[L"(3)*, E4;/] -^ [L"(3)*, £3;/] -^ [L»(3)*, £2;/]

and an exact sequence

774"-4(L"(3)*; Z) -^^ H4"(L"(3)*; Z3) -^ [L"(3)*, E2;f\

-^* H*"~3(L"(3)*; Z)-emi* H*"+l(L"(3)*; Z3).

Here ©i = ^>\p3 for i=4n—2, 4n —3 by Proposition 1.1.
To determine 0', consider, the commutative diagram

H'(L»(3)*; Z) e^zf^l >77'+4(L"(3)*; Z3)

77'(L»(3) x L"(3) - J; Z)'* —^ • H,+4(L"(3) x L"(3) - J; Z3)'*
«|i* |i*

(77'(L»(3) x L"(3);Z)/Ker i*)'' -^L» (T7'+4(L"(3) x L"(3); Z3)/Keri*>

In this diagram, 7i*'s are isomorphisms by Lemma 2.6 and i* in the left hand side
is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.7 and (2.8). By the use of this diagram, Propo
sition 2.10 and Lemma 2.11, a simple calculation yields that

Ker 04"~2 =

Z3 4- Z3 generated by {53(yx" x yx"~3 —yx"~3 x yx"),

<530>xn_1 x yx"~2 - yxn~2 x yx"-1)}, n = 2(3),

Z3 generated by 53(yx" x yx"~3 —yx"~3 x yx") +

^(yx"'1 * yx"~2 - yx"~2 x yx"-1), n # 2(3);
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Coker 04"-3

(Z3 + Z3 generated by {yx" x yx"'1 —yx"'1x yxn,
x"xxn}, ns2(3),

Z3 generated by yx" x yx"'1 —yx"'1 x yx",

n#2(3).

This result and the above exact sequence give rise to the exact sequences

0 —> Z3 + Z3 JU [L"(3)*, E2;f]J^Z3 + Z3 —>0, n= 2(3),

0 —>Z3 -^ [L"(3)*s E2;f] -^ Z3 —* 0, n # 2(3).

To consider the group extensions of these exact sequences, let

$(3,1): Ker 04""2 —• Coker 04""3

be the homomorphism defined by

$(3,l)(a) = b, ia(b) = 3p29x(a).

Lemma 3.1. #(3,1) = Plbz1.

Proof. Let p2: E'2-*K(Z, An—3) be the principal fibration with classifying
map &\p3: K(Z, An —3)-+K(Z3, An + 1) and consider the commutative diagram
of fibrations in the category ^p^-s (see [11,1]).

RP4n-3 x X(Z3, 4n) c RP*"-3 x K(Z2, An-2)x K(Z2, An) x K(Z3, An)

I I
RP*»-3 xE'2 c E2

\i*p2 ]*»
RP*"~3 x K(Z, An-3) = Et

RP*"~3 x K(Z3, An+1) c RP*"-3 x K(Z2, An - 1) x K(Z2, An + 1)
xi<:(Z3,4n + l).

Since if'(L"(3)*; Z2)=0 for i>2n + l by Lemma 2.4, the homotopy exact
sequences and the five lemma yield a commutative diagram of exact sequences
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H*"-*(L"(3)*;Z)

I
/74»(L"(3)*;Z3)

[L"(3)*, E2~\ « [L"(3)*, RP*"-3 x E'2;n * [LW> E2;f\

H*"~3(L"(3)*;Z)

I
tf4»+1(L"(3)*;Z3).

Considering the left exact sequence, we can easily verify that <P(3, 1) coincides
with d>(3, 1) in [10,1]. By [10, Corollary 3.7. Case II], we have 4>(3, 1)=

This lemma shows the relations

d>(3, l)(S3(yx" x yx"~3 - yx"~3 x yx"))

= (n - 3)(yx" x yx"'1 - yx"-1 x yx"),

d>(3, lX^yx"-1 x yx"~2 - yx"~2 x yx"-1))

= (n —2)(j>xn~1 x yx" —yx" x yx"'1).

These relations imply that

Z3 + Z3 + Z9 for ws2(3),
[L"(3) c= R4""2] = [L»(3)*, E2;H =

Us for n#2(3)

Proof of (5) for p=3. By the same way as in the proof of (4) for p=3,

there are an isomorphism
[L«(3)cR4"-3] = [L«(3)*,E2;/],

and an exact sequence

H*"-\L"(3)*;Z)
e*»-*=*3pi >/i4»-1(L»(3)*;Z3)

[L"(3)*, E2;n—>H*"~*(L"(3)*; Z)-^LZUH*"(L"(3)*; Z3).

Since H4"-4(L"(3)*; Z)=Z3 and H4"(L"(3)*; Z3)=0 by Proposition 2.10
and Lemma 2.11, it is sufficient to show that ©*"-*=0>\p3 is an epimorphism.
Consider the diagram
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H*"-*(L"(3)*; Z) ™ • 7f4"-»(L"(3)*; Z>)

i*4«-5(L»(3) xL"(3) - A; Z)"" ^U J74»-i(L»(3) xL"(3) - A; Z3)~''

(H*"-\L"(3) xL"(3); Z)/Ker**)"'♦ fh.(H*"~\L"(3) xL"(3); Z3)/Ker i*)~'\
Here 7t*'s are isomorphisms by Lemma 2.6 and i* in the left hand side is an
isomorphism by Lemma 2.7, and the last two ^|'s are the ordinary reduced power
operations mod 3 and the first 0>\ is the twisted one (see Proposition 1.1). By
using Proposition 2.10, there are relations

^W^O'*""1 x yxn~3 + yx"~3 x yx"'1))

= (2n - 5)(x" x yx"-1 - yx"-1 x x"),

^\P2{hiyxn~2 x yx"~2)) = (2 - n)(x" x yx"-1 - yx"-1 x x").

If n-2=0(3), then 2n-5#0(3). Hence 04«~4 is an epimorphism by Lemma
2.11.

§4. The cohomology of (RP0)* and (CPa)*

This section is devoted to determine some cohomology groups of (RP")*
and (CP")*.

Let F denote the real field R or the complex field C aridlet d be 1 or 2 accord
ingas F=R or C, and let Gn+U2(F) denote the Grassmann manifold of 2-planes
in Pfl+1. The cohomology ring of Gn+l2(F) is well-known and is given as fol
lows:

H*(Gn+U2(F); G) = G[x, y\{(an, an+i)
(4.1)

(G = Z2 if F = R, =Z if F = Q,

where degx=d,degy=2d and ar=Ji(r~l\xr-2iyt (r=n, n+1). Moreover,
there are relations

xiiyn-i-i = 0 # t # 2» - 1 for some t, (cf. [5, Corollary 4.1])

x2r* '-i = 0, x2r+1"V #0 for n = 2' + s(0<>s<2').

The mod2 cohomology ring ofGn+it2(C) is given by

H*(GB+1,2(Q; Z2) = Z2[x, y\l(an, an+1),
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where x, y and ar (r=n, n + 1) are the mod 2 reduction of the same symbols in
the integral cohomology. Further, there is a relation

Sqdx = xy.

The last relation for F=R and the induction lead to the following lemma.
Details will be omitted.

Lemma 4.2. There are thefollowing relations in H*(Gn+li2(R); Z2).

(1) Sq2y* =tyt+1 +(t2S)x2y*.
(2) Sq3y' = a,x3j>',

0(2) for 1*6 3(4),

.1(2) for is 3(4).

(3) Sq*y* =(2)yt+2 +«tx2yt+1 +p,x*y',
0(2) for r=/(8), 0^/^3,

1(2) for t = l(S), 4</<;7.

0<<<AZ/

0<i<f

Case I. (RP")*.
The mod 2 cohomology ring of (RPn)* is investigated by S. Feder [4], [5]

and D. Handel [8] and is given as follows:

(4.3) (RP")* has the homotopy type of a (2n- l)-dimensional closed manifold
and H*((RP")*;Z2) has {1, v} as a basis of an H*(G„+U2(R); Z2)-module,
where v is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the double covering RP"xRP"—A
-+(RP")* and the ring structure is given by the relation

v2 = vx.

The group structure of H'((RP")*; Z2) and its basis for 2n-A<lt^2n-l
are determined by the Poincare duality and are given in [19, (6.3)] and [19,
(8.3)]. By the same way, we have

(4.4) Let n=2r+s, 2<s<2r. Then the mod 2 cohomology groups H'((RP")*;
Z2)for 2n—8<,t<,2n —5 are given in the table below.

t H'((RP")*;Z2)\ basis
2n-5 Z\ x2r+*-S+2iys-lri = 0> I)j VX2"*-6+2lys-l(Q ^ / ^ 2)

2n-6 Z6 x2r+t-6+2iyS-i(0 ^ i ^ 2)) ^2^'-7+2y-l(0 <, i <, 2)

2n-l Z72 x2r+,-7+2y-'(0 <L / ^ 2), yx2r+,-8+2y-'(0 <, i£ 3)
2«-8 Z| Y2^«-8+2y-i(0 ^ i ^ 3)> vx2r+>-9+2iy,-i(0 ^ i ^ 3y
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Now, H*((RP")*; Z) and H*((RP")*; Z3) are the cohomology with coef
ficients in the local system on (RP")* determined by t?eff1((RP")*; Z2).

(4.5) ([9, p. 481]) The groups H*((RP")*;Z) and H'((RP")*; Z) are 2-
primary groups for n<t<2n—l.

Consider the Bockstein exact sequences (2.1) for q=2 and for (RP")*. Then
there are relations

(4.6) p2S2 = Sq1, p2S2 = Sq1 + v.

By (4.4-6), we can easily verify the following results.

Lemma 4.7. Let n=0(2), n=2r+s (3 ^s < 2r). Then we have

H2"~S((RP")*; Z) = Z\ generated by {S^vx2'*1-^'-1),

W-V1)},

H2"~6((RP")*; Z) = Zi generated by {<52(»x2P+,-8vs), 52(x2r+1-7vs),

d2(vx2r"-*y>-2), 82(x2'+l-3f-2)},

p2H2"~7((RP")*; Z) = Z\ generated by {ux2r+,-6ys~1, x2r*l-5y'-\

vx2r+i-2y,-*yt

H2"~*((RPn)*; Z) = 1\ generated by {S2(x2r+,-5v5),

H2"~\(RP")*; Z) = ZI generated by $2(x2r*l-6ya),

Ux2r*l-*y'-')J2(x2r+l-2y-2)},

H2"~\(RP")*; Z) = ZI generated by {S2(x2r+1-y),

Uxv"-*f-l)J2(x2'*l-3y'-2)},

H2"-\(RP")*; Z) = Z\ generated by {82(x2r*l-*y>), fax2'*1-6?-1),

32(*2r+,-V-2), 82(x2"l-2y*-3)};

H2"-1((RP")*; Z3) = Z3, H2"-K(RP")*; Z3) = 0.

Case II. (CP")*.
The integral and the mod 2 cohomology of (CP)"* are investigated by S.

Feder [5] and the author [18], and are given as follows:
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(4.8) (CP")* has the homotopy type of an unorientable (An-2)-dimensional
closed manifold and H*((CP")*; Z2) has {1, v, v2} as basis of an H*(Gn+lt2(C);
Z2)-module and H*((CP")*; Z) has {1, u} as generators of an H*(Gn+lt2(C);
Z)-module, where v is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the double covering
CP"xCP"-A-*(CP")* and u=d2v. The ring structures are given by the
relations

,3 = 2 _y» = VX, W- = UX.

Then the integral and the mod2 cohomology groups of (CP")* are given by
the following.

(4.9) Let n= 2r+s (0< s< 2r). Then we have

t H'((CP")*;Z2) basis

An-2 Z2 | v2x2r+1~2ys
An-3 z2 »x2r+1-y

An-A Z2 + Z2 x2r+,-y, u2x2r+1-y

An-5 z2 yx2r+1-y

An-6 Z2 + Z2 + Z2 x2r+1-y, t>2x2r+1-y, ^"y

An-1 Z2 + Z2 vx2r+l-*ys, vx2"1-^*-1

2'+l-3v*H*"-«((CP")*; Z) = Z + Z2 + Z2 generated by {x

UX
2«-+>-4„5 ,,v2r+1-2»5-l*y% UX y-1}.

Hl((CP")*;Z) = 0forodd i.

Using the Poincare duality H*"-2~l((CP")*; Z)=/f,((CP")*; Z) and the
Bockstein exact sequence (2.1), we can show the following:

(4.10) Letn=2'+s(0<s<2r).

H*"~*((CP")*; Z) = Z generated by a with

p2(a) = y2x2r+1-3ys + x2r+1-V,

H*"-\(CP")*; Z) = Z2 generated by p2x(vx2'*l-3y'),

H*"~6((CPn)*; Z) = Z + Z generated by {b, b'} with

p2(b) = t>2x2r+,-4vs + x2r+l-3ys,

2v2r+'-2„s-lp2(b') = v2x
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H*"-\(CP")*; Z) = Z2 + Z2 generated by {piKvx2'*1-*?),

PZKvx2'"-2?-1)};

H*"~2((CP")*; Z3) = Z3, H*"~3((CP")*; Z3) = 0;

H*"~2((CP")*; Z3) = 0, H*"~3((CP")*; Z3) = 0.

§ 5. Proofs of Theorems B and C

Proof of Theorem B. We prove (1) only. The others are similar and will
be omitted. By applying Proposition 1.1 for (RP")* and 2n-4 in place of X
and n, respectively, there follows a decreasing filtration

[RP" c R2""3] = F0 => Ft => P2 => F3 => 0

such that

F0IFt = Kerx2""3, FJF2 = Ker !P2"-3,

F2jF3 = Coker<P2"-4, P3 = Cokerx2""4,

where d>', «f" and xl are the secondary and the tertiary operations defined by the
homomorphisms

Qt'.W-^RP")*;?)—>

Ht+1((RP")*; Z2) x Hi+3((RP")*; Z2) x HI+3((RP»)*; Z3),

(Sq2p2a, Sq*p2a + v*p2a, &\p3a), n = 0(4),

. (Sq2p2a, Sq*p2a, 0>\p3a), n = 2(4);

P': W((RP")*; Z2) x Hi+2((RP")*; Z2) x Hi+2((RP")*; Z3) —•

Hl+2((RP")*; Z2) x Hi+3((RP")*; Z2),

rl(a, b, c) = ((Sq2 + vSq1 + v2)a, (Sq2Sqx + v^q^a + (Sq1 + v)b);

A1: Ht+1((RP")*; Z2) x Hi+2((RP")*; Z2) >Hi+3((RP")*; Z2),

Al(a, b) = Sq2a + v2a + Sq^ + vb.

Using the results of §4, we can easily verify that

Z2, n = 0(4),

0<(a) =

Ker<92"-3 =
0, n = 2(4),
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ImP2""3 = Ker A2"~2, ImP2""4 = Ker A2"'3,

KerP2"-3 = Z2 + Z2 + Z2,

Coker J2""3 = 0, \Z2 + Z2 + Z2, n = 0(4),
lm<92""4 ={Z2 + Z2, n = 2(8),

Coker^2""4 = 0, [Z2, n = 6(S),

Hence it follows that

Ker <P2"~3 = Ker <92"-3, Ker x2"-3 = Ker d>2""3,

Ker V2"-3 = KerP2"-3/Im02"-4 =
0, n = 0(4),
Z2, n = 2(8),

lZ2 + Z2, n = 6(8),

Coker $2n~* = 0, Coker x2""4 = 0.

This implies that

fZ2, n#6(8),
[RP" c R2«-3] =

[Z2 + Z2, ns=6(8).

Remark of Theorem B. In (3) for n=2(4), the secondary and the tertiary
operations cannot be calculated. Therefore [RP"cR2n~5] for n=2(4) is not
determined and so is [RP"czR2"-t] (i=3, 4, 5) for n= l(2) by the same reason.

Proof of Theorem C. We can prove (1) only. (2) and (3) are obtained
by the same way. By Proposition 1.1, there is a decreasing filtration

[CP" c R4"-3] = F0 => Pi zo F2 => F3 => 0

such that

Po/P, = Kerx4"-3. P,/P2 = Ker x¥*"~3,

F2fF3 = Cokerd>4"~4, P3 = Cokerx4""4,

where <Pl, x¥i and x1 are the secondary and the tertiary operations defined by the
homomorphisms

0l: Hl-x((CP")*; Z)—•

W+1((CP")*; Z2) x W+3((CP")*; Z2) x W+3((CP")*; Z3),

~>, , \ (S42P2a> S4*P2a + yV2a, &\Pza\ n= 0(2),0l(a) = \
I (Sq2p2a, Sq*p2a, ^\p3a), n = 1(2);
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P<: W((CP")*; Z2) x Hl+2((CP")*; Z2) x Hi+2((CP")*; Z3) —>

H'+2((CP")*; Z2) x H'+3((CP«0*; Z2),

P'(a, fc, c) = ((Sq2 + vSq1 + v2)a, (Sq^q1 + v2Sqx)a + (Sq1 + v)b);

A': Ht+1((CP")*; Z2) x Hl+2((CP")*; Z2) —> Ht+3((CPn)* ;Z2),

Al(a, b) = Sq2a + v2a + Sq^ + vb.

By (4.1) and (4.8-10), there are the relations.

0, n = 0(2),
Ker <94"-3 = Z, Ker 0*"~* =

Z2, n = l(2),

f Z2, n = 0(2),
lm0*"-* = { KerT*"-3 = Z2,

10, n = l(2),

lm P4""3 = Ker A*"~2 = 0, lm P4""3 = Ker A*"~3,

Coker A*n~* = 0, Coker A*"~* = 0.

Hence it follows that

Ker d>4""3 = Ker <94""3 = Z, Ker y*"~3 = Ker d>4""3 = Z,

0, n = 0(2),

Z2, n = l(2),

Coker d>4"-3 = 0, Coker x4""4 = 0.

Ker IP4""3 = KerP4"-3/Im04"-4 =

Therefore, if n=0(2), then [CP"c R4"~3]=F0=Z, and if n=1(2), then 0-»Z2->P0
->Z-»0 is a short exact sequence. This completes the proof.

Remark of Theorbm C. As for [CP"czR*"-^ (i=A, 5) for n=l(2), the
following are verified.

2 or 4, « = 1(4),
(2)' %[CP" c R*"-*-]

' 4 or 8, n = 3(4);-(
(3)' [CP" cz R4"-*] = Z + Z + G,

flor2, n = l(4),
#G =

2 or 4, ns3(4).
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